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Independent Political Party

Green Fascists are Destroying Tasmania
Green fascists personally led by Prince Philip have for 50 years targeted Tasmania for economic shut down and population reduction.
What they were intent on destroying—and are succeeding—is Tasmania’s potential for economic development.
Tasmania’s natural resources of water, deep sea ports, fertile land and population made it a perfect place for hydroelectricity, food production, forestry and
manufacturing, with the ability to supply essential goods to a population much
greater than its own.
Tasmania’s great premier, Eric Reece, aka “Electric Eric”, in 1973 expressed his
government’s intention to achieve this potential: “The economic, ecological and
general physical problems should be examined and equated to ensure that mankind obtains the best possible results, in future, in continuing his earthly existence,” he said.

Prince Philip started the green movement to shut down developments
that support growing populations.

However, after five decades of relentless green assault, Tasmania has the lowest
population growth in Australia, an exodus of futureless young people from the state, and now imports its electricity from Victoria via Basslink.

Hydroelectricity
Under Eric Reece, Tasmania’s Hydro-Electric Commission
planned a three-stage development of Tasmania’s Southwest to achieve electricity production on the same scale
as the world-famous Snowy Mountains Scheme, at onethird of the cost.

Premier “Electric Eric” Reece (left) enraged Prince Philip by
refusing to back down on building the Gordon Dam (right).

Prince Philip’s Australian Conservation Foundation (ACF),
which he started in 1963 to reduce Australia’s population and lock away land from Australians in national parks,
led the campaign to kill off the hydro plan; Philip took a
hands-on role, which included personally flying over Lake
Pedder in a helicopter, and editing the ACF’s publication,
The Pedder Papers. (Certain ACF dignitaries were initially
reluctant to appear radical, but Prince Philip approved a
takeover of the ACF to make it more militant.)

The entire global green movement was focussed on shutting down development in Tasmania: the 1972 International Union for Conservation of Nature’s (IUCN) Second
World Conference on National Parks heard an address entitled “Case Study: Increasing pressures for Resources
Development in an Area of High Nature Conservation Values, Southwest Tasmania.” (The IUCN was started by
Prince Philip’s buddy Julian Huxley, the president of the British Eugenics Society, which pushed the Nazi race science practised by Hitler, after Hitler gave eugenics a bad name, Huxley said that conservation sought to achieve
eugenics goal of population reduction “under other language”.)
Only the strong leadership of Reece and his willingness to personally stand up to Philip—which included a
shouting-match between the two at Government House—saw the middle stage of the development, the Gordon Power Station, completed.

Prince Philip’s green forces decided that because the
Tasmanian people wanted the hydro development, their
drive to “green” Tasmania would not be achieved democratically.
To stop future dams, i.e. the Franklin Dam, they imported
green activists from outside Tasmania, and then the High
Court—which had been led for more than a decade by
ACF founding president Sir Garfield Barwick—overturned the Constitution, to enable the Commonwealth
to override Tasmania’s right to develop.
Not satisfied with stopping future dams, the green fascists to this day are gunning to dismantle the existing
infrastructure by draining Lake Pedder.

Interstate activists provided the numbers for the Franklin Dam
campaign. Dick Smith (left) and Bob Brown (right).

Pious hypocrite Bob Brown has long protested Tasmania’s hydro scheme by keeping his Launceston cabin off the
power grid; Brown’s alternative choice of fuel for energy? Wood!

Forestry
Forty-four per cent of the land area of Tasmania is now
locked away in a comprehensive reserve system.
The Wilderness Society and The Greens (political party), both spawned out of the Franklin Dam fight, insist
on locking up even more.
In the current Tasmanian Forest Agreement, they are
targeting 430,000 hectares of public forests for lock
down—a killer blow to the already-dying timber industry, historically one of Tasmania’s five most important
industries.

The green lock down of Tasmania.

Bob Brown, Christine Milne, and the Tasmanian Greens
use their federal clout to impose on the Tasmanian people against their wishes policies to shut down the timber industry and related industries; the Greens power
is leveraged from the preference agreement they have
with the Australian Labor Party, which was brokered
in the 1980s by ALP “fixer” Graham Richardson, using
laundered corporate donations.

The Tasmanian Land Conservancy is targeting freehold land for purchase, to lock away as private nature preserves.
Recently, the millionaire founder of the Kathmandu outdoor clothing store, Jan Cameron, has used her fortune
to team up with Robert Purves, a director of Prince Philip’s World Wide Fund for Nature (WWF), to spend
$20 million buying and locking away more than 27,000 hectares of forests from sawmillers; Cameron received
her millions from Malcolm Turnbull’s Goldman Sachs JB Were, the leading bank in the world for financing green
scams, such as carbon trading.
WWF-stooge Cameron was also recently able to purchase—at a discount—the Triabunna wood chip mill, and
install feral tree-climbing Wilderness Society stalwart Alec Marr as chief executive officer, with the view to shutting it down, and ruining the local timber industry that supplies the facility.

For the full, shocking story of how the British Crown created Green Fascism
(“environmentalism”), and has savaged Tasmania in particular, see the upcoming
October/November issue of the New Citizen.newspaper. Call 1-800-636-432

